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Abstract
Knowledge of potential anaerobic soil N mineralization is important for nitrogen fertilizer application. Instead of time-consuming laboratory incubation, we attempt to use pedo-transfer functions (PTFs) approach to get this
information. 27 soil samples with various soil depths were collected from
paddy field, woodland and tea field in subtropical central China, anaerobically
incubated at 35˚C for 7 weeks to determine N mineralization, which was fitted
by a modified double exponential model with two parameters (the fraction of
active N pool (f) and mineralization rate constant (k) for active N pool). The
PTFs for parameters were developed from significant soil properties using
multiple stepwise regression method. Parameter f (range: 1.59% - 10.4%,
mean: 5.2%) was mainly correlated with soil total N (TN), organic C (SOC),
sand and silt particle contents (r = −0.59 - 0.69, p < 0.01), and parameter k
(range: 0.027 - 0.155 d−1, mean: 0.97 d−1) was significantly related to TN, SOC,
clay content, C to N ratio and pH (r = −0.6 - 0.71, p < 0.05). Three variables
(SOC, silt and pH) could estimate parameter f (R2 = 0.72, p < 0.01) well and
two (TN and pH) for parameter k (R2 = 0.61, p < 0.01). The developed PTFs,
integrating various land uses and soil depths, suggest that basic soil properties
are helpful for estimation of anaerobic soil N mineralization.
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1. Introduction
Nitrogen is required for the survival of all living organisms on the earth. The
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balance of N cycle is critical to ensure the normal operation of global ecosystem
[1]. Numbers of environmental problems, such as eutrophication, soil acidification and global warming, resulting from excessive N fertilizer application that
disrupts soil N balance have been increasingly concerned [2] [3] [4]. Therefore,
how to improve fertilizer N use efficiency has become an important issue in
agronomic research [5], and quantifying the potential soil N mineralized is critical, which makes fertilization more reasonable.
Soil N mineralization is a complicated process, which converts organic N to
inorganic forms (e.g., NH4-N and NO3-N) via a variety of bacteria and fungi.
Through incubation experiments, we can easily obtain soil N mineralization kinetics. Then empirical or semi-empirical models are used to fit the kinetic curve.
The common models include the single model, double exponential model, and
special model [6]. Many studies have shown that the two-pool, first-order exponential model, which contains active and resistant N pools with different mineralization rates, has generally been found to perform better [7]. Soil N mineralization occurs both in aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Generally, the study
condition of soil N mineralization varies for different land uses, e.g., aerobic incubation condition for dry land, and anaerobic conditions for paddy soils. Due
to the various water conditions, soil N mineralization potential differs. Smith et

al. (1981) derived that forest soils had more potential N mineralized under an
aerobic than anaerobic condition, whereas for agricultural soils, it showed the
opposite [8]. Except for the land uses or oxygen condition, many other factors
can also influence soil N mineralization, e.g., temperature, soil properties and
even attitude [9] [10]. In aerobic condition, Dalias et al. (2002) demonstrated
that soil N mineralization increases with the increase of temperature in the range
of zero to 35˚C [11], which might be suitable for anaerobic incubation condition
[12]. As to soil properties, Haer and Benbi (2003) derived that soil organic C and
clay content strongly affected the potential mineralized N [7]. Meanwhile, Narteh and Sahrawat (1997) indicated rice soil mineralized N was significantly related to organic C, pH, total N, clay and CEC, which suggested that using basic
soil properties can possibly predict N mineralization [13].
Although many studies were reported on soil N mineralization, the development of equations to estimate anaerobic soil N mineralization for different land
uses and various soil depths was seldom, especially in the area of central subtropical China, where high rate of chemical nitrogen was applied in agriculture.
Besides, because of the spatial and temporal variability of soils, the data of soil N
mineralization kinetics derived from time-consuming laboratory incubation
cannot meet the demand of regional model simulations [14], however, which is
solved by pedo-transfer functions (PTFs) approach. The PTFs are generally developed by correlating readily available data or easily measured soil properties
with dynamic soil processes that are costly to measure [15]. Therefore, we selected a typical red-soil region in subtropical central China, and sampled from
three major land uses and different soil depths. The two-pool exponent model
DOI: 10.4236/ojss.2018.82006
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was used to fit anaerobic soil N mineralization, and then we identified the important soil attributes that affect the parameters of anaerobic soil N mineralization dynamics. Finally, the local PTFs for these parameters were developed based
on those significant soil properties.

2. Materials and Methods
The study site is located in a typical hilly town named Jinjing (113˚18 - 26'E,
28˚30 - 39'N; elevation of 50 - 430 m; area: 135 km2) in Hunan Province, China,
which is also developed as the agricultural and environmental monitoring station (Changsha station) in 2011 by Institute of Subtropical Agriculture, Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS). This study area has a subtropical monsoon climate,
with an annual average temperature of 17.2˚C and an annual mean precipitation
of 1200 - 1500 mm (during 1968-2012). The main soil types are Anthrosols and
Ultisols, developed from Quaternary red earth and highly weathered granite
parent materials [16]. Paddy fields (mainly for double-cropping rice, distributed
in the river alluvium plains), woodlands (dominated by Masson pine and Chinese fir, distributed in the northern relatively steep hilly land) and tea fields
(mainly distributed in the gentle slope land in central and southern area) are the
dominated land uses, approximately accounting for 27%, 65% and 3% of total
area, respectively. According to the survey from local farmers, urea and compound fertilizer are the main resources of chemical nitrogen. The rate of nitrogen for paddy fields is up to 375 kg N ha−1∙yr−1.
Twenty-four intact soil profiles (50-cm in depth and 9-cm in diameter) from
above dominated land uses were sampled respectively in 2010, using an auger
machine (Stiboka, Standard set, 05.07, Eijkelkamp, Netherlands) that is suitable
for undisturbed soil column collection without digging big pits. The sampling
sites were randomly set but also considered the distribution of land uses and soil
types, and in each site only one soil profile was sampled. All the 50-cm depth soil
profiles were stratified indoors with layers of 0 - 20 cm and 20 - 50 cm soil
depths. Thus, 48 soil samples were obtained. The soil of each layer was air-dried,
and then sieved to measure soil physical and chemical properties Table 1. The
SOC and TN were determined via a dry combustion method using an automated C/N analyzer (Vario MAX, Elementar, Germany). Particle size distribution (Sand: 2.0 - 0.05 mm; Silt: 0.05 - 0.002 mm; Clay: less than 0.002
mm) was measured by the hydrometer method. Soil pH was derived from a
pH meter (Delta 320, Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland) with a soil-water ratio of
1:2.5 (w/v).
Soil N mineralization was determined based on an anaerobic incubation experiment in the laboratory [6]. Air-dried soil samples in duplicate (sieved by a 2
mm mesh; 10 g weight for each) and 25 mL of deionized water were placed in
each plastic bottle (120 mL), sealed, and then anaerobically incubated in the dark
at 35˚C for intervals of 0, 7, 14, 21, 28 and 35 days. The samples from each interval of incubation time were extracted using 25 mL of a 4 mol∙L−1 potassium
DOI: 10.4236/ojss.2018.82006
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Table 1. The basic soil properties of three typical land uses in various layers.
Layer

TN

SOC

Sand

Silt

Clay

pH

cm

%

%

%

%

%

-

1

20 - 50

0.07

0.67

20.7

54.5

24.8

4.6

11.2

1.30

2

0 - 20

0.07

0.67

76.7

9.70

13.6

4.5

8.30

31.3

2

20 - 50

0.06

0.47

55.3

18.5

26.2

4.7

5.00

37.1

3

20 - 50

0.06

0.51

27.1

47.2

25.7

5.1

7.70

61.0

4

20 - 50

0.06

0.57

37.2

28.1

34.7

4.5

5.70

53.9

5

0 - 20

0.07

0.60

59.5

20.7

19.9

4.2

8.70

7.60

6

0 - 20

0.11

0.95

28.4

20.7

51.0

4.4

13.7

7.50

7

0 - 20

0.06

0.62

69.5

13.7

16.7

4.6

11.9

9.40

8

20 - 50

0.11

0.83

50.2

20.9

28.9

3.4

14.7

1.50

9

20 - 50

0.05

0.40

56.9

21.8

21.3

4.7

11.2

1.70

10

20 - 50

0.08

0.78

49.1

22.1

28.8

4.8

16.5

1.60

11

0 - 20

0.07

0.68

42.4

24.4

33.2

4.4

17.3

6.40

12

0 - 20

0.29

2.03

14.4

54.7

31.0

4.2

53.2

58.9

12

20 - 50

0.15

0.85

16.2

58.7

25.1

5.4

16.3

20.8

13

0 - 20

0.25

1.71

30.0

42.1

28.0

4.6

41.9

65.1

13

20 - 50

0.14

0.83

29.0

42.4

28.6

5.7

12.5

7.00

14

0 - 20

0.18

1.03

19.6

51.2

29.2

4.7

32.7

26.0

15

0 - 20

0.23

1.68

53.8

29.9

16.3

5.0

32.8

7.90

16

0 - 20

0.21

1.35

41.9

33.7

24.4

4.8

34.7

45.5

17

0 - 20

0.18

1.08

42.4

33.9

23.7

5.0

30.1

18.4

18

0 - 20

0.18

1.15

47.2

33.6

19.2

5.8

31.3

11.7

19

0 - 20

0.26

1.79

39.2

37.9

22.9

4.9

35.7

60.4

20

0 - 20

0.19

1.02

39.5

38.7

21.8

5.7

34.9

51.5

21

0 - 20

0.28

1.64

16.1

68.4

15.5

6.8

34.8

84.6

22

0 - 20

0.25

1.63

36.3

41.5

22.2

5.5

46.0

41.8

23

0 - 20

0.27

1.69

22.9

52.8

24.3

4.9

45.1

54.7

24

0 - 20

0.21

1.39

50.2

31.9

17.9

6.2

38.4

39.5

Land use

Site

Woodland

Tea garden

Paddy field

NH4-N

NO3-N

mg·kg

mg·kg−1

−1

a) TN is total soil N; SOC is soil organic C; Sand, Silt and Clay are soil sand, silt and clay particle content,
respectively. pH denotes soil pH value. NH4-N and NO3-N refer to soil ammonium N and nitrate N concentration, respectively.

chloride solution, shaken for 1 h, and then filtered. Nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N)
and ammonium nitrogen (NH4-N) were measured in the filtrates using a flow
injection analyzer (FIAstar5000, Foss, Sweden). Restricted to the amount of soil
for many layers, soil N mineralization kinetics could not be measured again once
failed, therefore, 27 soil samples comprised of different soil depth layers were
lastly selected for analysis.
DOI: 10.4236/ojss.2018.82006
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A modified double first-order kinetic model was used to fit the anaerobic soil
N mineralization, then Pearson’s correlation analysis was conducted to analyze
the relationship between the fitted parameters of anaerobic soil N mineralization
kinetics and basic soil properties, and eventually we developed the PTFs to predict the parameters using multiple stepwise linear regression method. Coefficient of determination (R2), as well as RMSE derived from ten-fold cross validation technique, was used to assess the predictive capability of PTFs. The modified double first-order kinetic model was expressed as:

{

}

N min = TN ⋅104 ⋅ f ⋅ 1 − exp ( − k ⋅ t )  + (1 − f ) ⋅ 1 − exp ( − kr ⋅ t ) 

(1)

where Nmin denotes net soil N mineralized (mg∙kg−1) within incubation time of t
(d); TN is total soil N (%); f represents the fraction of soil active N pool (0 - 1); k
and kr are mineralization rate constants for soil active N pool and resistant N
(d−1) pool, respectively. During the fitting process of soil N mineralization, we
found a definite value of 1.5 × 10−6 d−1 assigned to the parameter of kr performed
better.
The fitting procedure for soil N mineralization was implemented in Microsoft
Excel 2013 using Solver function with a least square method. The PTFs for the
parameters (f and k) based on soil properties were developed using R software,
as well as graphs plotting and mathematic statistics. Ten-fold cross validation
was carried out in R using DAAG package.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Anaerobic Soil N Mineralization and Significant Factors
In an anaerobic incubation environment (waterlogged and flooded), soil nitrification which requires oxygen is inhibited, and ammonification becomes the
major process during soil N mineralization; thus, ammonium N accumulates as
the final product. Meanwhile, original nitrate N in the soil is quickly converted
to gaseous N by de-nitrification or being assimilated by microbes. In our incubation experiment, due to the insufficiency of oxygen, the concentration of soil nitrate N for all soil samples quickly decreased to close to zero within 7 days of
incubation (not shown in tables or figures). Soil ammonium N was released rapidly within initial two weeks, and subsequently became slow, being stable
within the 35-d incubation Figure 1, which meant the incubation system got the
balance between N mineralization and immobilization. The flush increase of
ammonium N could be the result of rewetting of dry soil [17], which should not
be ignored in anaerobic soil N mineralization especially for dry land soil, because soil rewetting is a natural phenomenon. A similar result was also obtained
by Li et al. (2003) for the study of anaerobic soil N mineralization in paddy fields
of the Taihu region of China [6]. From the literatures, the incubation time for
soil N mineralization is still debatable. Long duration provides detailed information of soil N mineralization, but leads to be costly and more harmful to microbe
activities because of continuous accumulation of ammonium ion [18]. However,
DOI: 10.4236/ojss.2018.82006
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Figure 1. The change of soil net accumulated ammonium N concentration (net acc. ammonium, mg N kg−1) over incubation time
(t) under anaerobic conditions and the fitted curves using a modified double first-order kinetic model for various land uses. f is
the fraction of soil active N pool (0 - 1); k denotes soil active N mineralization rate constant (d−1).

a reasonable high temperature can accelerate the procedure of soil N mineralization. Bronson et al. (2001) found that 7-d incubation at 40˚C in an anaerobic
condition is enough for an accurate estimation of soil N mineralization potential
for paddy soils [19]. Relative to aerobic incubation, soil N mineralization in
anaerobic condition showed simpler, in which only ammonification was considered. Meanwhile, the incubation conditions employed in our study are rational.
The modified double first-order kinetic model fitted anaerobic soil N mineralization well (R2 = 0.90 - 0.99, p < 0.01), which agreed with Inubushi et al. (1985)
[20]. Both of the fitted parameters of f and k for all soil samples (N = 27) approximately presented normal distributions, and ranged from 1.59% to 10.4%
with an average value of 5.2% for f, and from 0.027 to 0.155 d−1 with a mean value of 0.97 d−1 for k, respectively Figure 2. The average amount of potentially soil
anaerobic mineralizable N in paddy fields was greater than that in woodlands or
tea fields Figure 1, which perhaps because paddy fields are generally waterlogged for long periods than woodlands and tea fields, resulting in more abundant microbes in paddy soils that can exist in anaerobic conditions. Smith et al.
(1981) compared the soil potential N mineralized in aerobic and anaerobic condition for forest soils and agricultural soils, respectively, and indicated that forest
soils had higher potential N mineralized under an aerobic condition, relative to
in an anaerobic environment [8]. However, agricultural soils presented more
mineralized N in an anaerobic condition than in an aerobic incubation. As
shown in Table 1, both of the two parameters had a medium coefficient of variation (CV) (10 < CV < 100), as did other basic soil properties, e.g., TN, SOC,
Sand, Silt, Clay, and pH. The initial ammonium N and nitrate N in paddy soils
were relatively greater than that in woodlands and tea fields.
Pearson’s correlation analysis demonstrated that the fraction of soil active N
pool (f) was mainly positively correlated with soil TN (r = 0.66, p < 0.01), SOC (r
= 0.69, p < 0.01), and Silt (r = 0.66, p < 0.01) and negatively related to Sand content
DOI: 10.4236/ojss.2018.82006
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Figure 2. The distributions of soil basic properties and parameters of soil N mineralization dynamics fitted by the
modified double first-order kinetic model. f is the fraction of active N pool (0 - 1); k is soil active N mineralization rate constant (d−1); TN is soil total N (%); SOC is soil organic C (%); C: N refers to soil organic C-to-total N
ratio (fraction); Sand, Silt and Clay are soil sand, silt and clay particle contents, respectively (%); pH refers to
soil pH value.

(r = −0.59, p < 0.01) (Figure 3). As the mineralization of organic N was expected
to be carried out by heterotrophic microorganisms which require organic matter
as a substrate and energy to grow. Hence, the amounts of TN and SOC could
determine the rate and extent of N mineralization. Bronson et al. (2001) also
found that potentially mineralizable N estimated after 84 d of anaerobic incubation at 30˚C for rice soils was highly correlated with SOC and organic N [19].
Meanwhile, Narteh and Sahrawat (1997) indicated mineralized N was significantly related to pH, SOC, TN and Clay content, but not with C: N ratio in their
study of wetland rice soils in West Africa [13]. However, from the correlation
analysis in our study (Figure 3), soil N mineralization rate constant (k) was significantly related to TN (r = 0.71, p < 0.01), SOC (r = 0.64, p < 0.01), C: N ratio
(r = −0.60, p < 0.01), and pH (r = 0.56, p < 0.01), as well as Clay content (r =
DOI: 10.4236/ojss.2018.82006
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−0.40, p < 0.05), which was in accord with the study of Haddad et al. (2013) [21].
The soil with high C: N ratio was not easily decomposed due to lack of N supply.
Meanwhile, as clay particle content increased, more organic N would be
wrapped and difficulty being attacked by microorganisms. As shown in Figure
3, significant relationships existed between some soil properties, such as TN and
SOC (r = 0.97, p < 0.01), which should be paid attention to avoid co-linearity
between variables when developing the PTFs for the rate constant or potentially
mineralized N.

Figure 3. The correlation matrix between soil N mineralization parameters and basic soil properties. The lower triangle shows
correlation coefficients, and the upper-triangle displays scatter plots. f is the fraction of soil active N pool (0 - 1); k is soil active N
mineralization rate constant (d−1); TN is soil total N (%); SOC is soil organic C (%); C: N refers to soil organic C-to-total N ratio
(fraction); Sand, Silt and Clay are soil sand, silt and clay particle contents, respectively (%); pH refers to soil pH value. *: p < 0.05;
**: p < 0.01.
DOI: 10.4236/ojss.2018.82006
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3.2. Development of PTFs
The predictive PTFs for the fitted two parameters of anaerobic soil N mineralization dynamics were derived through multiple stepwise linear regression method from significant basic soil properties Table 2. Three variables (SOC, Silt
and pH) were finally selected to estimate the parameter f (R2 = 0.72, RMSE =
0.013, p < 0.01). Sahrawat (1983) had demonstrated that SOC was a good index
to predict soil mineralizable N in tropical wetland rice soils [22], and Narteh and
Sahrawat (1997) proposed a simple equation to estimate anaerobic soil mineralized N for wetland rice soils in West Africa based on extractable iron, Clay and
pH (R2 = 0.78) [13]. From the correlation analysis Figure 3, SOC and Silt were
significantly correlated with parameter f (p < 0.01), but there was a poor relationship between parameter f and pH (r = 0.05), however, absence of pH in the
PTF for estimation of parameter f would reduce its accuracy (R2 = 0.61). Whereas the pH had great correlation with parameter k (r = 0.56, p < 0.01), and a PTF
using TN and pH (with a reciprocal transformation) as the predictors predicted
the parameter k well, explaining 61% of its variability. Although SOC was significantly related to TN (p < 0.01), using SOC and pH as the variables to estimate
parameter k performed relative poorer but also acceptable (R2 = 0.59). As shown
in the 1:1 plots Figure 4, the PTF for f derived in our study outperformed k’s
model, implying that N mineralization rate constant (k) might be affected by
other important factors which were not considered in the present study, such as
extractable iron. However, the essence of PTF is to predict those difficulty properties using some easily available or measured attributes [15]. The soil properties
of SOC, TN, pH and particle size content are easily determined or available from
soil survey database.
The derived PTFs are convenient to get soil N mineralization in an anaerobic
condition. However, we propose a cautious implementation of the PTFs and
suggest that similar incubation methods and soil types or land uses are necessary. Meanwhile, the pretreatment techniques of soil samples are also important
[23]. In this study, disturbed soils were used to determine soil N mineralization
dynamics, while many studies had reported that potentially mineralized N in
disturbed soils was higher than that in undisturbed soils or field soils [24], because more protected organic matter was used in soils after being disturbed.
Table 2. The PTFs for parameters of anaerobic soil N mineralization dynamics and their
predictive accuracy.
PTFs

R2

f = 0.029 + 0.021 ⋅ SOC + 0.00076 ⋅ Silt − 0.001 ⋅ pH 2

0.72

0.01

0.61

0.02

k = 0.15 + 0.25 ⋅ TN −

0.44
pH

RMSE

a) R2 is coefficient of determination of model; RMSE is root mean square error derived by ten-fold cross validation. b) f is the ratio of active N pool to total soil N (fraction); k denotes N mineralization rate constant
(d−1); SOC is soil organic C (%); TN is soil total N (%); Silt is soil silt particle content (%); and pH refers to
soil pH value.
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Figure 4. The 1:1 plot between measured and predicted values of soil N mineralization parameters. f is the fraction of soil active N
pool (0 - 1); k is soil active N mineralization rate constant (d−1); r denotes the correlation coefficient between measured and predicted values.

Moreover, we ignored the initial flush (“birch effects”) within initial two weeks
because rewetting was a natural phenomenon for soils, such as after a rainstorm
or irrigation. Eventually, the modified double exponential model was used and
simplified the prediction of soil N mineralization. The most important point was
that the derived PTFs could be also suitable for parametric estimations of anaerobic soil N mineralization dynamics for the subsoils and dry land soils, which
were not usually considered by many other studies.

4. Conclusion
An investigation was carried out for the parametric estimation of anaerobic soil
N mineralization dynamics in a typical red-soil region in subtropical central
China. A modified double exponential model fitted soil N mineralization well,
with a range of 1.59% - 10.4% and a mean value of 5.2% out of total soil N for
the parameter f, and a range of 0.027 - 0.155 d−1 with a mean value of 0.97 d−1 for
parameter k at incubation conditions of 35˚C. The parameter f was significantly
correlated with TN, SOC, Sand, and Silt content (p < 0.01), while parameter k
was mainly influenced by TN, SOC, Clay content, C: N ratio and pH. Using
SOC, Silt and pH as the predictors could well predict the parameter f (R2 = 0.72)
and two variables (TN and pH) for estimation of parameter k (R2 = 0.61). The
derived PTFs are useful and convenient for anaerobic soil N mineralization prediction, especially for the red soil in subtropical China, besides, they can also apply to various land uses, as well as different soil depths. By combing with aerobic
soil N mineralization, we can quickly quantify the soil N potential supply in such
place or similar areas or soils.
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